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About This Content

Expand your House Flipper® nuclear safety options with the Apocalyose Flipper DLC Pack! This add-on includes...

 5 new Houses with fallout shelters

 3 unique appraisers with new expectations about perfect house

 More than 40 unique shelter items like weapons, food rations, electric power generators, etc.
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Title: Apocalypse Flipper DLC
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Empyrean
Publisher:
PlayWay S.A., Frozen District
Franchise:
House Flipper
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i3 3,20GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 955 3,2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560 / AMD R7-260X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Polish,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Once you get the hang of it, Its a brilliant game! If you like puzzles and want to watch the world crash around you.

I do find that there should be more time for lvl completion, But hey i might suck so it may be long enuff!

The Weapons are fun and once got used to are 'AWSOME' weapons of death! hehehe :). While a solid attempt, the game falls
short of pretty much all accounts except one:

- Super short, ~90min to play through everything
- Time mechanic interesting but fairly repetative
- The game is designed for 7-10 year olds. While I don't take that as a negative please note that. I enjoyed Rayman a lot which
may have similar auidence I found this too childish.
- The puzzles are not always very logical especially given the target auidence, platforming is straightforward and linear
- Graphics are very good and animation is what you would expect for an artsy game
- Story is decent for the short time game has to offer

If you are looking for a game for your kid then this might be a good choice. Alternatively, get it on severe discount. Otherwise,
move along.. The high level of difficulty and slow pace make for a very frustrating experience. Not worth $18 in my opinion.

One of the biggest annoyances is the size of the enemies. The game is hard enough as it is, so why make it more frustrating by
having us shoot tiny spiders and wasps? I obviously didn't explore every bit of content this game has to offer, but it was enough
for me to say no thanks.. Business simulation game with much attention to detail and an RPG element thrown in. Probably kind
of dry and complicated for most (myself included) but the RPG part is interesting and the art is nice. Better then most indie
games I've played, professionally done, very original.

I play offline a lot and so my actual time played is not accurate. I have around 6-12 hrs.. Complete utter♥♥♥♥♥♥ I'm playing
in slideshow mode.. Back at release I really enjoyed this game and it offered a lot of run ways to play with different classes that
felt balanced. I am not sure how the community is now but it could be fun for a low cost of admission.. It has a lot of bugs but
still pretty enjoyable.. bandai led people to believe that 3 new missions would be part of the first DLC pack, they are not.
bandai are scum, misleading people.
DONT BUY
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I have had quite a lof fun playing Aurora Dusk. For an early access title the game is quite fun. Before I knew it I had several
hours invested. The game is broken down into three current play modes, a campaign style more to get your feet wet, a custom
game that is time limited and lastly a skirmish setting. All are pretty fun at this point. There are a lot of skills to level of and fun
tactics to use. This is a game that I would definitely recommed for the price as I feel you will get your moneys worth in return.

Onto some of the current negatives. I mostly enjoy the custom mode. That being said trying to balance all of the changeable
parts, i.e. number of townsfolk, number of waves and mobs and timing of waves, timing of ages, etc, is not an easy task. So far I
have not found a group of settings that has proved challenging and at the same time allows me to explore all of the different
crafts within each age. This is a negative I would expect to improve with time. The other negative I would say currently is the
AI. The townsfolk do whatever they please including building a bakery while the town is being attacked and te monsters are
even less intelligent. This is again something I would hope improves with time. At times the game does not feel very challenging
but with the ability to change custom settings, I don't think this will be an issue unless you let it be.

If you are able to weather the at times stormy nature of early access I would say go ahead and pick this game up.

. I like this game, and that's because of 5 reasons: (1) I love adventure games, especially point-&-click ones. (2) I prefer playing
female protagonists. (3) I love Italy and this game was made by Italian developers. (4) Terry, the apprentice technomancer, has
got three tools, which bring some interesting game mechanics with their own mini-games into play. Furthermore, she's got a
mechanic owl, that will philosophize, give hints or help out physically. (5) The game is charming, funny and the protagonist has
quite an individualized character and is very likeable. If you're stuck, there is a "walkthrough" included, which will help you
moving on. But as the game wasn't that hard to play, I didn't need it. As the first part is quite a bit short for my taste, I hope the
following two parts will be a bit longer.
The game needs to be polished, particularly in two aspects: Terry looks as she would be kind of stuck in each location, as she
can't be navigated around by the player. She has a fixed standing point, and although she's moving arms, head and legs, keeping
her in one place is quite uncommon for point-&-click adventure games. The other aspect are the question and \/ or answer
options for the player (as Terry), they aren't centered, but quite aligned to the bottom, which makes it sometimes hard choosing
the last option, and more often to be able to click on the arrow to move to the last option(s) (when not all of them fit into one
box) - which is often only possible after several tries. Those two aspects do have kind of negative effects on the overall
gameplay and involvement of the player. So I would really recommend to change them. Of course, every game can be improved,
and of course more noises of things happening or being done and some more visual details would intensify the player's
involvement into the story as well, but aren't as necessary as the two aspects mentioned before.. this game has potional but it had
a few flaws it really needs to fix like the font of the game is nearly unreadable and it often overlaps on other words makeing
already hard to read lines imposssible. A really promising game with a fantastic mood and premise. The narrative seems a bit
simple so far, which is a shame considering how involved and complex the mythos can be. I would really have liked to be able to
click on more objects around the world and explore the lore further. The shooting mechanics are a little clumsy and the enemies
are super fast, meaning I got obliterated multiple times whenever I entered a room with more than a couple cultists or monsters.
I would also like to see a manual save option, as it was annoying having spent ages exploring an area, only to die and go back to
the very start to explore again.

This is definitely somethig I'll play again, and I hope to see it further improve in the future!. I like games with a retro feeling,
though I do not play originals because I think they were great at their time but fall back compared with modern retro games.
Biodrone Battle took my interest because Paradroid was one of my favorite games and I think this is a nice remake. It it faster,
got more action (as far as I remember) but also has its moments of tension when you got chased by a droid, escape into another
room, hide and watch your confused haunter. Graphics is somewhat basic or retro-like but lights and explosions give a tense
ambience.. This is everything that the original Princess Isabella should have been. Good art, music and a story that are
unoffensive, and a little bit of actual challenge. It's a fun diversion for a few hours.
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